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SPECIAL ARTICLES

erarchy, ege ony an Doninance
Politics of Ethmity in Uttar Pradesh, 1995
Ravinidra K Jain

Weber's theory of ethnicity and Gramsci's concept of hegenmony can illuminate recent trends in UP politics
particularly the rise of the BSP. The former hierarchical caste system characterised by 'itegral hegemi?onv' has been

transformed into one of ethnicised status gru aps and 'mininal hegenmony', a process that has beeni primnarily polifical.
Under this scenario a counter-hegemonic regime becomes a theoretical possibility, but this depends upon the advent

of a revolutionary ideology and leadership.
..ethnic membership does not constitute a

Yadav's Samajwadi Party (SP) and the BSP.

by a journalist when he wrote recently that,

That this alliance broke up and the latter
any kind, particularly in the political sphere.sprung into action to form the government

"Uttar Pradesh is a melting pot of castes and

group; it only facilitates group formation of

On the other hand, it is primarily the political
community, no matter how artificially

sub-castes, there being 53 sub-castes among
by itself can be explained by the imperatives OBCs" (Tavishi Srivastava Pioneer, July
of politics (discussed below), It does not
16, 1995). To anticipate somnewhat our later

organised, that inspires the belief in com rmon

thisL move from caste and subdetract from the majeritarian agenda of argument,
the

ethnicity [Weber 1978:389].
All in all, the notion of 'ethnicity' determined
social action subsumes phenomena that a
rigorous sociological anralysis - as we do
not attempt it here--would have to

BSP. To assLage upper caste feelings,

caste to ethniicity (a notion which grew up

Mayawati is said to have spoken of a 'sarva- precisely in the circum-nstances of a 'melting
jan-samaj' (all peoples' community) rather
pot' of identities in the US) cornstitutes the
than a 'bahujan samaj' (majority commuinity)nub of the interface between politics and

distinguish carefully... It is certain that in

plank, but this is again to be understood as

society in contemporary iJtar Pradesh and,

this process the collective term 'ethnic'

an input into politics by sloganeer-ing, The

by extension and parallel example, in the

would be abandoned, for it is unsuitable for

concept of' bahujan', therefore, refers to arn

whole of the Hindi heartland.

a really rigorous analysis. However, we do

essential component of the popular and

not pursue sociology for its own sake and

populist appeal of this party.

therefore limit ourselves to showing briefly

We next come to the connotation of the

the diverse factors that are hidden behind

term 'samaj' in exploring what we have

this seemingly uniform phenomenon.

Theconceptof the 'ethnic' group... dissolves
if we define our terms exa;.tly... [1978:394-

95].

To complete the trio of BSP - the last term
party' is to be understood in Weberian

terms (1978:938-39). Parties, according io
Weber, reside in the sphere of power. The

called the sociological etymology of BSP,

action of parties is oriented toward the

This term refers broadly to what may he

acquisition of social power, i e, toward

called 'community', and in that sense it has

influencing social action no matter what its

a number of meanings which embrace the

content may be, It is interesting that Weber

does not include an ' ideology' as a defining

ACCORDING to a rough estimate, the

notions of 'self and the 'other' as well as

castewise distribution of the population in

socio-cultural pluralism. These ideas of

characteristic of 'party'. An association and

Uttar Pradesh is as follows: brahrans 10 per

differentiation and co-existence between and

a clear goal are its only attributes, and the

cent, thakurs 6.5 per cent, (other) backward

among groups have been examined - in a

goal may be a cause or "personal (sinecures,

castes 50 per cent and scheduled castes 20

somewhat different context - by the

power, and from these, honour for the leader

per cent (Sudhir Hindwan, Pionieer, July 22,
anthropologist Michael Carrithers (1991).
The context is the analysis of a speech by
1995). The Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP)

party aims at all these simultaneously. To

against the domination oft politics in the

one Patne, a regionial Digambar Jain leader
in Maharashtra: "In constructing [theJ

is closely synchronised with the popular

Hindi heartland by uppercaste Hindus, hence

congratulatory rhetoric Patne uses the word

view of politics as "the art of the possible".

the slogan, 'Tilak, tarazu aur talwar, inko

samoaj with ambiguity.. he uses it

emerged as a by-product of the backlash

maro jute char' (the di.atribe is against

brahmans, banias and thakurs). Founded on
April 14, 1984, the BSPemerged from Kanshi

and the followers of the party)". Usually the

simplify, the Weberiain definition of party

Let us note in passing, thouglh, that according
to aWeber the sociological structure of paries
indifferently to refer to Indian society as
whole, the Jains as a whole throughout lndi
a,
differs
in a basic way according to the kind
the Digambaras in partictlar, and to the

of social action which they struggle to

Samiti - which owed its existence to the

collection of different sarnaj's - Marathas,
influence; "thiat means, they differ according
to whether or not the zommunity is stratified
Jais, Brahmians, Lingayats, etc,

Ram's DS4 - Dalit Shoshit Samaj Sangharsh
All-India Backwards and Minorities

(1991:270; italics added). We have italicised

Communities Employees Federation of
1978: In exploring the sociological

the last cornnotation of the term 'samnaj' context it is significant that the community
because this is what aptly characterises the

etymology of the Bahujan Samaj Party, we
find that the concept of 'bahujan' refers to

usage by the leaders of the BSP and the SP,
who are obviously embarrassed to use the

majoritarianism. The PSP was concSived

term caste (jati') and do not, of course,

by status or by classes" (1978:939). In our
is stratified by caste anld, increasingly in the

political arena, by ethnicity - the melting
pot of castes and sub-castes. It is thus the
context of status rather than class which is

originally as aconsortium of backward castes

Tnean class ('varga') by 'samaj' They are,dominant in the case at hand, though a case

and dalits; it was this plank of majoritarianism

ot the other hand, using the term verv nmuch
has recently been miade to recognise the

which provided the ideological and popular

iln tle last named sense enumerated bv
underlying class nexus of current politics in
Carrithers - a phenomenon wel1l designated
JP [Mishra 1995].

base for the alliance between Mulayam Singh
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CASTE, ETHNICITY, COMMUNITY:

already inheriting the 'culture' of that
1992:54-58]; the three 'kuri', 13 'kuri' and
religion-without the need for a tormal
36 'kuri' among the rajputs of Bundelkhand
baptism as in most western societies. E\ven[Jain 1975]; and similar formulae among the
The idea of consciousness of kind - an
in English society the residual influence of
artisan castes [cf Gupta 1992:127 on
essential commonality - among the members
social heredity is found in the oft-cited remark 'nabaslhakhas which he interprets literally].
of a 'jati' cuts across the so-called hierarchy
that one begins to belong to the aristocracy
These sub-global formulae are perfect
No-ON OF SOCIAL HEREDITY

or system of strata in the cognition of Indians.

('blue blood') only after at least two
examples of the synecdoche of global
generations of inherited wealth and position.
holism - as one literary writer in Hindi wrote
characteristic to 'Indians' rather than to the
at the outstanding academic success of the
Hindus alone resides in the ancillary
SOCIAL HEREDITY AND HOLISM:
son of a prominent literary friend of his, "the
observation that this consciousness of kind
TRIPARTITE CASTE DIVISIONS
fragment of a sun is also a sun" ['suraj ka

The main reason for attributing this

and its basis not only cuts across castes but
also permeates what we have seen are
'communities and shall see further are

tukra bhi to suraj hota hai'). incidentally,
It has been argued, with the help of a
this metaphor is a good example of the
number of examples from recorded customsrepresentation of social heredity and holism
'ethnic groups. The basis unambiguously
and opinions, that a single agreed upon caste in Indian values.
in the Indian case is a notion of 'social
hierarchy even in the sense of a value
As a backdrop to our exploration of
heredity' - known by anumberof indigenous
consensus does not exist in the realm of caste
ethnicity and politics in Uttar Pradesh, we
terms beginning with the sanskritic 'sanskar'
or 'jati' in India [Gupta 1992]. There are,
are more concerned to understand the
to the Persianised 'khandani' [Mayer
nevertheless, two possible objections to the tripartite holistic formula for caste in north
1960:207]. This essential idea has been
methodology adopted by commentators like India. Writing in August 1956, Lohia
written about in the ethnographic literature
Gupta for dismantling the Dumontian
estimated that there were about seven crore
in a variety of ways: purity of blood, strict
scheme. First, Dumont (1970) is concerned
dwija or 'janeudhari', 17 crore shudra, and
endogamy, a mythological or legendary
with "the caste system and its implications". five crore harijan or acchut in India as a
account of common origin, etc. In the
Therefore the hierarchical paradigm
whole (1964:33-34). Two features of the
ethnomethodological theories of the Indian
elaborated by Dumont does not lie solelycharacterisation
at
of caste by Lohia need to
caste system, the same idea is taken up in
the emic level as Gupta perhaps unwittingly
be noted. First, as the most numerous of the
a highly technical and subtle analysis derivingtries to interpret it (sample his adducing
caste divisions he writes extensively about
both from ethnographic sources and textual

That this descent-based commonality is

customs and statements as recordedby Britishthe shudra, and the steps needed for their
officials writing on caste). Second, and
amelioration. The overwhelming attention
following on the first objection, Gupta
given to the shudra is thus reminiscent of
sidetracks the emphasis on 'holism' - an
the long list of 36 'paunis' given by

frequently though not always [Gupta 1992]

accompaniment of encompassment in

authority [Marriott 1973, 1976] in terms of

.code and substance' and 'coded substance'.

Banarsidas in 17th century northern India.

Dumont ( 970:340) and an essential feature
In this lie the seeds of present-day
A rather spontaneous - and somewhat
of values in the caste system according to
'majoritarianism' ofthedeprived castes (read
naive - expression of the value of social
a number of authors [see, e g, Singh 19731. OBCs). Second, Lohia depicts the shudra
heredity was given recently by the actor
The ensemble of castes constitutes a 'system' and the harijan as "lifeless and personalitySunil Dutt on the issue of TADA as it
not only in the etic sense but also emically, less" due to their exploitation by the dwija.
affects his son, in The Tilunes of Incdia
as dated
revealed in a number of holistic formulae It is noteworthy that in a political context

associated with hierarchy is also well known.

February 28, 1995:

about 'jati vyavastha' beginning with the

the categories shudra and harijan do not
four-fold varna, but also the tripartite caste
figure as comprising distinct castes, each
divisions, such as brahman, non-brahman
with a parallel and rival ideology, as Gupta
pedigree. Why don't people see the pedigree
and adi-dravida in Tamil Nadu [Beteille
of a family to judge whether a family can
tries to show on the analogy of the jat
do such a thing or not. There should be a
1965] or dwija, shudra and achhut in much
(1992:133); they are, rather, as categories
reason for becoming a terrorist. I genuinelyof the Hindi heartland of north India [Lohia
seen to be infected by a common malaise.
feel my son cannot be anti-national, he cannot
1964:33]. The holistic formulae above are
It is not, in this context at least, an example
be a dleshi d-ohi. Both he and I have always
couched in global terms, i e, they exhaust
of evoking parallel and rival hierarchies as
loved the country. Whatever we are today
the universe of 'jati' in India, but as is well the matrix for distinct ideologies providing
it is because of the love of the people.
known there are sub-global holistic formulae springs of action; rather both ideology and
The idea of social heredity inheres not
within the world of 'jati'. Thus in the
value are subsumed in what, following
only in social structural units like family and
Ardhakatlalka of Banarasidas, the 17th
Gramsci [Femia 1987], one may call the
caste ( jati') but also in regional, linguistic
century autobiography of a merchant in north
hegemony of the dwija castes. In the
and religious entities. In the broadly HindiIndia, we find the couplets: "Charon haran
framework of hegemony as technically
speaking northern Madhya Pradesh district
basain tis bich: basain chhatis pauni kul
elaborated by Gramsci, ideology and value
of Bundelkhand, I often heard the saying
nica. Babhan, chhatri, bais apar; sudra bhed are not separated [Gupta 1992:119-20] but
'jaisa khawe ann, vaisa hoye man' and 'jaisa
chhatis prakara". In this case not only areshow an interface and dovetailing.
piye pani vaisi bole vani'. The emphasis in
the four varnas mentioned as constituting
the former saying is on hereditary
HIERARCHY AND HEGEMONY
the population of Jaunpur town, but also the
commonality issuing forth from a particular
36 'paunis', i e, castes of the sudra varna.
geographical area and its products, and in
Thirty-six was a conventional number.'
There is a sophisticated social
the latteron agroupingof common languageDuring my fieldwork among the Jains of
anthropological discussion of the caste
speakers. In regard to religion, one need not
Baraut in western UP ( 1994)1 was repeatedly
system as constituting the hierarchical
belabourtthe point that notonly in Hinduism - told that the total number of castes in the
universe; this discussion emphasises the 'fit'
the locus classicus of 'jati' - is one born
town was 36. There are the "3 1/2 ghar, 13 between ideology and values in the Indian
with a number of inherited traits, but also
ghar and I '/4 lakh ghar" among saryupari system of hierarchy [Dumont 19701. In
in Christianity or Buddhism or Islam one is
brahmans of UP [Dumont 1970:122]; the
Dumont's 'ouvre', the implications of the
born as a Christian, Bulddhist or Muslim -'navnat' among the banias of Gujarat [Banks hierarchical value system as implicated in
When you buy a horse or a dog you see their
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the Indian caste system are carried much

further to contrast the Indian hierarchy
with egalitarian values in western societies
and, indeed, to provide an illuminating

discourse on the place of values in society
with a capital 'S' [Dumont 1982]. In our
present discourse we do not question

Dumont's valuable contribution to the study
of values; in fact, we find his insistence on

the nexus between values and ideology most
instructive for our analysis. And yet on the
subject of the conscious acceptance of the

comibin-ation of the forces of dari-kJness anJd
Moffatt ( 1975:26-27) has pointed out contra
valour [Bose 1975: 169; italics adde(l].
Berreman. who mistakenly thought that

It is obvious that Bose regards westernisation
also in terms of the immanence of 'guna'

theory; the qualities of 'rajas' and 'tamas'

Dumont' s model represented the caste system
as idyllically free of strife and conflict

[Berreman 1971:18-19]:

(and the absence of 'sattva') are present in

India emphasises [hierarchy] to the point

the western encounter with Indian culture

that situations tending to equality are

to counter the excess of 'tamas' elements in

unstable and conflict is called for to solve

contemporary caste system. The theory of

them by the establishment of a gradation.

'guna' advocated by a scholar like Bose,

This might well be the basic reason why

who combined Gandhian and Marxist

dispute is so endemic in India: however

elements in his thought, is a clear reflection

developed it might be, the system has not
succeeded in establishing a perfect

notion of 'hierarchy' by members of the
of a long heritage of the acceptance of
caste hierarchy all the way through from top
hierarchy as a natural (though divinely
to bottom, there is ample empirical evidence
ordained) condition of Indian society.
to suggest modifications in Dumont's
Apropos the widespread acceptance of this
position. Before coming to Dumont's
view of hierarchy, it is worth quoting
position on the conscious acceptance of the
Mencher (1974:470-71):
notion of hierarchy, however, we might look

at some of the views advanced by Indian

There appears to be considerable agreement

scholars such as N K Bose (1953, 1975).

on this point of view, which appears in

gradation of the whole of social life
[Dumont 1957:18].

Moffatt adds, 'Therefore hierarchy... is not
a term intended to deny the existence of
dispute, but rather to frame the matters that

are appropriately the subject of dispute"

(1975:26-27). Indeed the space nrovided for

Andre Beteille has pointed out, "Bose

writing as early as the laws of Manti...

conflict has cmpletely reversed itself as

frequently used a classification based on

probably written soon in the early centuries

between high and low castes under modem

the three traditional qualities or gunas of
sattva (purity), rajas (valour) and tamas

(darkness)" [Bose 1975:171]. Three
instances of Bose's use of this classification
may be noted. While discussing the ideal
Vaishnava view that is "above the bounds
of custom or convention (sanskara)", Bose
alludes to the "man of the world" cultivating
"the best moral qualities (sattva guna)

and suppresses the lower traits in his
character (Rajas and Tamlas gunas)" [Bose
1953:13]. From this brief allusion one may
deduce that Bose regards the capacity for
all three 'gunas' to be present in every
human being.
However, in another context, the social
heredity aspect of the distribution of 'gunas'

is explicitly stated by Bose. 'The differences

among the varnas are due to differences in
the proportions of the three qualities or gunas
of sattva (purity), rajas (valour) and tamas

AD. It is well documented in early... and

political pressures in the Hindi heartland -

later colonial reports... Though the wording

and this particularly with regard to the 'other

of it may vary, this point of view tends to
emerge in conversation with unsophisticated

especially in the states of Bihar and Uttar

high-caste people (it is usually masked or
unconscious among the more sophisticated)
as well as in anthropological writings.

Further, in his perception of the changes
the advent of British rule, Bose again uses

the 'guna' scheme which shows, by
implication, that the author accepts that
scheme as underlying and explaining not
only the statics but also the dynamics of
society:

Apart from class exploitation, the Indian
productive system also became a victim

To the extent that struggles for equality
in the Indian hierarchical system are
generated by political processes and these

of high-caste groups and views expressed

opposition between the pure and the impure

latter are not 'encompassed' by the ritual

in sanskritic textual sources, and furthermore, in the Dumontian model, 'hierarchy' does

ideology for him is 'conscious ideas'

not provide an accurate explanatory

expressed by ideologues [Dumont 1970;

framework for the kind of struggles (dispute

Cort 1990], one may at first blush club his
views with those in other "anthropological

or conflict) that characterise the current

writings" alluded to by Mencher. While this

confrontation between the dwija and shudra/

point of view emerges from the study of the

dalits in north India. (Let us remember that
the locus of conflict in the Dumontian

high castes, only one study of an untouchable

hierarchical model is about gradations of

community in south India [Moffatt 19791 is

statuses within the caste system.) We

regarded as "the chief explication of

therefore need another concept to analyse

Dumont's theory of hierarchy as inevitable

and acceptable in India" [Zelliot 1992:337].
We shall take up the point about the
confined to human society; it is widely known
that even lands or temples are classified into 'inevitability and acceptability' of Dumont's

occurring in Indian society consequent upon

Pradesh.

Since Dumont's notion of hierarchy in India
is also based on ethnographic observation

(darkness). The division into varnas is not

brahmin, kshatriya and so on" (1975:91).

backward classes' (OBCs or shudras),

and interpret the current conflict in which
a commonality of values (social heredity)
coexists with jockeying for power, most
manifest in the middle reaches of the

theory of hierarchy in India as a whole,

traditional caste system. This concept is

especially (a) concerning contemporary

provided by the notion of 'hegemony' as

developments in caste and politics in India,

developed by Gramsci. and the social
and (b) the fact that untouchables and shudras transformation in evidence is from a ritually-

are fighting their battles using hierarchy as regulated caste system to an upsurge of
their instrument. The last point has not only 'ethnicity' as understood in a modified
baffled but intimidated the traditional
version of Weber's classic statment about
powerholders in the caste hierarchy - the

this phenomenon.

imputation that dalit and the 'mandalised'

politics of the shudras and the harijans in

GRAMscI ON HEGEMONY AND

WEBER ON ETHNICITY

north India is 'casteist', is being fought on

a caste basis, representing a 'revival of caste'.
'of inertia. It may be that men's fundamental
Indeed writers on the caste system as the key

As implied in Bose's use of the 'guna'
theory and most of the evidence mustered
by Dumont, the cognition of hierarchy is
taking a 180 degree turn and licking their
capitalism and is now destroying the inertia
own wounds now that the shudras and
natural (as a part of the nature of the
of the old arrangements. One poison can
phenomenal world) for the 'dwija' castes.
harijans have turned their own guns (those
be destroyed only by another. The quality

self-interest has again found room for
expression under the influence of western

institutional feature of Indian society are

of the traditional high castes) against them
of darkness that is there in the inertia o)f
(the
the caste .sy.stem i.s beintg de.stroyed by
a high castes). Let it be noted here, as
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Tamil Nadu - a stand sought to be validated

cultural constructs, they are in nearly total

distinction between civil society and political

by an internal structural analysis of the caste

society is essentially analytical, aconvenient

system. The critics of such an internal

conceptual and evaluative consensus xx i!h
one another" (1979:290-91) would apply

structural analysis nevertheless make a

also - ifatthisstageonlyasahypothesis - to

Gramsci recognised an interpenetration

legitimate point concerning the limitations

the parallel tripartite holistic formula of

between the two spheres. "The proletariat,

of structuralism - that it tends to reduce

dwija. shudra and achhut of harijan castes

in other words, wear their chains willingly.

political economy to culture [cf the

of north India.

Condemned to perceive reality through the

device to aid understanding. In reality

postmodernist critiques of structuralism in

While Moffatt's position on the

conceptual spectacles of the ruling class,

Marcus and Fischer 1986]. Equally

continuities and consensus of hierarchical

they are unable to recognise the nature or
extent of their own servitude" [Femia

forcefully, it can be argued that in a reverse

values and ideologies pervading the caste

direction there is a tendency for culture to

hierarchy is well taken and, as we shall see

1987:31 ]. Compare this with Moffatt's

be reduced to political economy as in

below, does not mull over emerging

statement:

discontinuities even in south India, in the
orthodox Marxism - a tendency vigorously
sought to be corrected by latter day Marxists
like Gramsci [Femia 1981; for an Indian

example, see Chakrabarty 1989].

The fact that south Indian rural untouchables

north Indian case the nature of the 'consensus' replicate a system that makes them
cannot but be explicated in a political
fundamentally inferior, that they participate
universe of discourse. In this task the

It is to Mloffatt's credit that while

willingly in what might be called their own

Gramscian concept of 'hegemony' needs to

oppression, does not mean that they therefore

concluding ( 1979:290-304) an internal

be applied with precision. The reason why

structural analysis of the caste system in the

from the point of view of the lower castes,

'deserve' their position. For this replication,
this ideological and social conformity, is the

Tamil village of Endavur, with particular

result of social forces beyond the control of
Dumont's notion of hierarchy and more
particularly Moffatt's rendition of it among south Indian untouchables, and beyond their

reference to its untouchable community, he

untouchables, is capable of being read as
of his findings withi those of other analyses hegemony is because Gramsci relates the

comprehension in their present state of

first undertakes a wideranging comparison

consciousness (1979:303).

in bt-th south (Gough ancd Mencher) and supremacy of a social group or class as

Notwithstanding possible historical-cum-

noth (Berrenman, Kolenda and Cohn) India.
manifesting itself in two different ways:
Tihe structur-e and world-view of untouchable 'domination' ('dominio'), or coercion, and
conmunities in the latter category of works
'intellectual and moral leadership'

Gramsci's thought in the Indian context, let

are seen to rest on a set of "disjunctive

('direzione intellectuelle e morale'), and it

refinement of the concept of hegemony. It

models". One set of these disjunctive models
is the latter type of supremacy which

ought to be pointed out that hegemony is

analysed untoLIchahles as those at some

ideological objections2 to our use of
us carry forward another aspect of his

constitutes hegemony. Social control, in beset
otherby contradictions and sustained by
words, takes two basic forms: besides
deception. It is thus characterised by equivocal consent - at least as far as the majority
influencing behaviour and choice externally,

distance from a single dominant high-caste

culture (tlhe out-caste image); another set

saw them as possessors of alternate cuiltural through rewards and punishments, it also
is concerned. Seething underneath the
substratum of agreement are division and
affects them internally, by moulding personal
were somehow controlled by the
disruptive forces arising from conflicting
convictions into a replica of prevailing norms.
untouchables' position at the bottom of the
interests. But in a stable social order the
"Such internal control", writes Femia, "is
Incdian social order (the models of diversity). based on hegemony which refers to an order
agreement or consensus is so powerful that
and social systems, whose characteristics

Moffatt's model, on the other hand, is based

in which a common social-moral language

it counteracts the division and disruptive

on continuity and consensus. Second, Moffatt

is spoken, in which one concept of reality

forces. This agreement must be in relation

compares and contrasts the analytical model

is dominant, informing with its spirit all

to specific objects - persons, beliefs, values,
modes of thought and behaviour. It followsinstitutions, or whatever. In focusing upon

of caste with that of race in Dumontian terms

[Dumont 1970:239-58]. Third, in the last that hegemony is the predominance obtainedwhat Femia calls "the superficiality of

confined to the internal caste structure of

the first characteristic of hegemony is the

consent" (1987:43) within the capitalist
system, Gramsci speaks of "contradictory
consciousness" characterising mass consent

Endavur and its untouchables, needs to be
expanded to include "social forces beyond

consensual nature of ideological domination
in the system of groups or classes. The

explains; 'The thinking of the common man

the control of south Indian untouchables,

second important feature of the hegemonic

[in such a society] is neither coherent nor

and beyond their comprehension in their

consistent overtime; it is instead 'disguised

present state of consciousness" ( 1979:303).

domain is its firm locus in 'civil society'
which Gramsci distinguishes sharply from

Fourth (and implicitly), though Moffatt's

political society. Therefore, again in

moral approbation coexist in unsteady

two paragraphs of his book. Moffattexplicitly
states that his description and analysis, being

by consent rather than force of one class or

group over other classes" (1987:24). Hence,

in advanced capitalist society. As Femia

and episodic': elements of intellectual and

conformity with the view of hierarchyequilibrium
in the
with elements of apathy,
resignation, and even hostility" (1987:45).
analysis of the caste structure of Endavur Indian caste system, power or coercion is
It follows that Gramsci speaks of three
and more specifically to its untouchables,
located at the secondary level also in the
he accepts and utiI ses the three-fold division Gramsciain concept of hegemony. As Femiadifferent levels ortypes of hegemony: integral

detailed analysis is confined to the internal

of the southern Indian castes into brahmans,

puts it, "Gramsci's division of the

hegemony, decadent hegemony and minimal

non-brahmans and adi-dravidas. By further

superstructure into two realms (civil and

hegemony [Femia 1987:46-49].

implication, the continuities he discerns
between brahmans and adi-dravidas apply

political society) and his concomitant

In trying imaginatively to apply the

distinction between hegemoniy and

Gramscian scheme to contemporary socio-

also to the non-brahmans, i e 'across the

board'. Further, to take a pan-Indian leap,
Moffatt's conclusion that "in common with
Dumont and with the ethnosociologists... at

the deeper levels of Indian village culture

political developments in India we should
domination, signal an attempt to construct
a theory of the superstructure, which, before be aware not only of the kind of possible
objections referred to above, but also of the
Gramsci, constituted a glaring lacuna in
fact that Gramsci's locus for hegemony is
Marxist thought" (1987:24). Note, however,

that the political implications, including the the state and civil society contained in it,
whereas our own discussion' so far has been

potential for 'primitive rebellion' are not
so conceptualigsed, untouchables and
lacking in the hegemonic regime, for the
highor-caste actors hold virtually identical
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to the domain of the caste order. However,

form- refer their present low status to

process definitely introduces a potential for

in keeping with Gramsci's insight about the
interpenetration between civic and political

collective myths which state that they w cre

counter-hegemony. Thus to return to the

once of much higher caste, and fell due to

chamars:

society, and commensurately building on

a terrible accident motivated by the best of

the reality of the present-day interface

intentions [Kolenda 1964:74-76]. Again, the

Sanskritisation in the form of the Siva
Narayan sect, the neo-Hinduism learned from

between the caste order and political

same author, basing her findings on fieldwork

processes in India, generated and monitored

in Khalapur in 1984, provides detailed case-

by the state, we may distinguish between a

studies of the sweepers' humour whereby

form of caste mobility of taking on the style

broadly south Indian and north Indian pattern they equalise hypergamously unequal marital

of life and symbols of the upper castes. The

contact with urban temples and religious
activity, directs the chamars to a traditional

of hegemony. Common to both these patterns kin through teasing, pretence and farce

Rai Das stories and the speeches

(1990:116-153). Her ethnographv is an

accompanying the celebration of Rai Das's

are an uneasy coexistence with broad

excellent example of hegemonic cognition
agreement and approbation, the phenomena
of passivity, 'even hostility', of the subaltern of the lower castes vis-a-vis the hierarchical
world view of the dwija castes: while on a
groups vis-a-vis the ruling groups and their
general and abstract plane agreeing with the
ideology.

birthday point to a turning away from
traditional mobility to a use of modern

political methods. The ambivalence is a
reflection of the situation the chamars and

other low castes are in as they strive to
improve their social lot [Cohn 1959:215].

Intimations of hegemony in the caste

overall framework of the ruling ideology of

system of northern India are numerous in

the system on the situational level, the lower

the ethnographic literature. Writing about
the untouchable balahi of Madhya Pradesh,

castes (read 'the proletariat') articulate their

For south India even so staunch an advocate

Fuchs ( 1950:434) observes that their culture

protest through irreverent joking. Thus we
may add to Gramsci's list, 'apathy,

untouchable social and ideological structures

is consistent with the culture of the higher

resignation, and even hostility" [Femia

as Moffatt points to such contemporary

castes, but is entirely imitative.

1987:45] the veiled dissensus of 'humour'.

of continuity between upper caste and

Finally, we consider the nature of

disjunctions as: "blocked communication
between the untouchables and others where

hegemony with reference to the untouchable

the latter possess complex skills whose

are copied after the pattern of other castes.

caste of chamars in Uttar Pradesh. Bernard

esoteric knowledge can be protected"

Their moral laws and the regulation of public

Cohn writes of a "communication block"

(1979:292); personal (rather than social)

life are not based on high moral ideas, but

between the higher castes and the chamars

cynicism among harijans about the political

[The Balahis'] social customs and
conventions are not their own invention, but

mainly on fear of public opinion.... The rites in the village of Senapur, but this block

dominance of non-brahmin caste of reddiyars

and ceremonies.. are each and all imitations

consists not in a culturelessness of the latter

(1979:292); presence of ideas among

of the rich ceremonial of their Hindu

but in elements of a historically pre-Aryan

untouchables presaging ideological revision

environment.

little tradition in contrast to the great traditionthough "at present thin and inconsistent"

Balahi culture may thus be in agreement

of the higher castes, especially the brahmin.

with higher-caste culture, but this represents
Cohn mentions certain aspects of the religion

(1979:293); belief in transmigration and
karma doctrine among the brahmins and

a weak, copied consensus. To be an

of this little tradition: propitiation of

their political allies contrasted with

untouchable is not to be excluded from the

goddesses of disease and the use of mediums

disbelieving untouchables and others

culture of caste, but it is to possess this

and exorcists (1955:58). However, the

(politically neutral non-brahmins); existene

culture in a thinner and less convincing

chamars are at the same time involved in

of leaders among harijans perceived as agents

form. Implicit in Berreman's characterisation
attempting to raise their status through
of rural untouchables in a Himalayan village
'sanskritisation' Thus the disjunctive

of the higher castes, co-opted by them to

in north India is also the 'contradictory

contrasts between them and the higher castes

evidence that "Adi-dravida radicals have

keep the harijan caste in check (1979:295);

consciousness' of hegemony. In a short

have to be considerably qualified so much

begun to revise, often by inverting, the

critique of Dumont's structural theory of

so that, "It is almost impossible to sort out

caste, Berreman claims that when he

those traits which are Sanskritic and those

meaning of such key symbols of
untouchability as beef-eating" (1979:298);

are non-Sanskritic.... and... what is
presented his version of the Dumontianwhich
model

"...Untouchables in the cities are in different

idiosyncratic to the chamars as a group and

social environments from those of

what is a common body of ritual and belief
one of them said, you have been talking with
Brahmins" [Berreman 1971:16-23]. It is
held by other low castes and high castes as
obvious that the untouchables in the village
well" [Cohn 1954:175]. Hence once again

untouchables in the villages, and are often
the carriers of new and clearly disjunctive

studied by Berreman are fully aware of the we have intimations of a hegemonic

sons who are, in egalitarian terms, among

to rural untouchables, "they laughed, and

high-caste model and, to the extent that they

consensus in a hierarchical universe, a

act according to it, share it too. However,

situation well summed up by Femia: "In

Berreman interprets this sharing to be a

Aristotle's metaphor, all men either sound

product not of consensus but coercion.
Kolenda's studies among the untouchable

the same note or else different notes in the

ideologies" (1979:303); finally, "those per-

the most oppressed members of Indian society
are also among the truest believers in the
system that so oppresses them" (I1979:304).
This characterisation of hegemony in the

western Uttar Pradesh are even more

caste system of south India with its
characteristic 'contradictory consciousness"
permitted, we could analyse in the framework
among the untouchables ranges from
of hegemony the ample evidence of

revealing. She conducted fieldwork among

sanskritisation not only among the harijans

the chuhras in 1955 and again in 1984. The

but a number of shudra castes of north India.

untouchable sweepers of Khalapur refuse

chuhras (sweepers) of Khalapur village in

same key" (1987:39). Indeed, if space

Such an analysis would reveal not only the

Gramsci's integral type to what Femia calls
"minimal hegemony". Obviously the
instability of the system, hastened by its

to apply karma doctrine to their own low

'what' and 'how' of this so-called process

location in wider political processes, may

status. As one would expect, while the

of social mobility but, more fundamentally,

lead to conditions supporting counter-

its 'why', viz, the nature of consensus in the hegemony; however, as our following
higher castes accept status-ranking naturally
analysis shows, given the salience of the
system which motivates positional change,
(e g, the guna theory) and as divinely
-ordained (the operation of karma, dharma
yet at the same time stops short of structural'integral' polein south India, such possibility
even in the changed political ambience is
change in the caste system. On the other
and transmigration), the sweepers - though
not very probable. An early transformation
hand, participation in the modern political
understanding these doctrines in abstract
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(1880-1925) of horizontal caste solidarities

widespread ideas on the racial origin of the

sword. Weber' s insistence on the close nexus

in south India into (social heredity based)

caste system with the exceptional situation

between ethnicity and the political process

ethnic groups under the influence of wider

of certain minority communities like jews

political processes has effectively forestalled
such development [Washbrook 1975:150-

or gypsies in western societies (Dumont

1970:24!).

is insightful and strikingly modern. In a
recent discussion of ethnicity, for example,
"The term ethnicity refers to the degree of

203]. In a somewhat diffetent context - that

Without prejudice to his dislike of western

of the eroding legitimacy of caste as the only

impositions on Indian reality, Dumont's

to shared norms in the course of social

basis of political power - Rajni Kothari

critique of Weber's view of ethnicity as

interaction" [Cohn 1974:ix-x]. In order to

writes about the increase in caste calculations

stressing the racial origin of the caste system

tighten this wide definition and to make it

as the sine qua non of caste identifications

is certainly exaggerated for, as already

useful for purposes of analysis, let us add

in the electoral system ( 1970:25).

explained, Weber considered as primary the

that "though the cultures of ethnic groups

conformity of membeirs of [a] collectivity

Interestingly, he cites in his support an

closure of ethnic groups on status criteria

are universes of formally non-political

observation from Faizabad district, Uttar

and, only in extreme cases, a secondary

Pradesh, where caste is shown to have come

concurrence between race and status-groups.

formations and activities they are politicised
in the course of social action" [Jain

down from being a 'determinant' of politics

However, as we shall see presently, there is

1985:180; italics provided]. Qn the other

to an 'ethnic variable' [Gould 1967]. We

a ring of social evolutionism rather than the

hand, when Weber says, "... it is primarily

have spoken earlier of the contrast in

characteristically Weberian ideal typical

the political community, no matter how

hegemonic patterns between south and north

elective affinity in this view of ethnically

artificially organised, that inspires the belief

India; before embarking on that comparison,

closed status groups and Indian caste.

in common ethnicity" ( 1978:389), he has in

with a detailed study of current northern

But what is ethnicity for Weber? His

mind an evolutionary succession of

Indian interface between caste, ethnicity anddetailed definition is remarkable for

ethnically-based 'political community' from

politics, let us examine the concept of

ethnicity in Weber ( 1978:385-395; 933-935).
The conceptual framework of Weber's
discussion of ethnicity comprises notions of
race. status-group, caste, tribe and nation.
Although he begins his chapter on ethnic

groups by alluding to racial factors, there
is an immediate rider about the existence of

tribe to nation linked by the notion of 'people'
delineating the flexibility ofthe phenomenon.
('volk') [Weber 1978:393-98]. In Weberthe

The universe of discourse, let us reiterate,

is that of status-groups tending towards

historical basis for this evolutionary

closure.

development lay in the rise of the German

Any cultural trait, no matter how superficial
can serve as a starting point for the familiar
tendency to monopolistic closure... Almost

nation-state and in his ethnocentric

preoccupation with a national sentiment
which culminated in the eventual rise of

several million mulattoes in the US

Nazi-fascist nationalism. It seems a pity that
any kind of similarity or contrast of physical
almost all discussions of the relationship
type and of habits can induce the belief that

disproving the assumption of a 'natural'

affinity or disaffinity exists between groups

between ethnicity and-politics in India are

racial antipathy even among quite different

that attract or repel each other [Weber
1978:388].

universalisation of this particularistic west

races. If abhorrence exists among the whites,

this is socially determined by the tendency
toward the monopolisation of social power

and honour, "a tendency which in this case
[the US] happens to be linked to race" [Weber

1978:396]. Even endogamy, the practice of
confining connubium within a certain group

(as contrasted with mere sexual relations),
is a function not of race - 'anthropological
diflerence' - but of status differences,

vitiated by the generalisation and

European paradigm. Ethnicised political
Let us also note that Weber regards ethnicity
as hiding behind it a number of features all

converging on what we have earlier called

'social heredity', and also that he resists the
idea of defining 'ethnic groups' rather than
considering ethnicity as an omnibus

processes, as we shall explore in the case

at hand, need not follow the logic of an
evolutionary succession from tribe to
nation. In this respect the analytical
distinction made by Gramsci between civil

society and political society in relation to
'category'. Finally, in Weberthere is salience
hegemony is salutary. Apropos Marxism,

of this category for political community.

Gramsci made the general methodological

The belief in group affinity, regardless of
meaning differences dueso socialisation and

point explicitly, as forexample in the creative

whether it has any objective foundation, can

tension contained in the following two

upbringing ('bildung' in the widest sense of

the word). It is the social qualification of

accepting only endogamous children as full
members that characterises the closure of
status groups. In the Indian case 'pure' or
anthropological type is a secondary
consequence of such closure resulting in

'sects' (read castes). Further these 'closed'
status-groups or castes coexist with socially

despised groups of pariah peoples "because
they have monopolised indispensable

skills" [Weber 1978:386]. It is this
conjunction of occupational and racial
theories of caste - voluntaristic and western
views of hierarchy - which Louis Dumont

finds unacceptable.
However remarkable the conjunction here
achieved between hierarchy. ethnic

have important consequences especially for
the formation of a political community. We
shall call 'ethnic groups' thosehuman groups
that entertain a subjective belief in their
common descent because of similarities of

statements of Gramsci cited by Femia

(1987: 1): "Marx has not written a catechism,
he is not a messiah who left a string of
parables laden with categorical imperatives,

of absolute, indisputable norms outside the
categories of time and space. The only
because of memories of colonisation and
migration; this belief must be important for categorical imperative, the only norm is:
physical type or of customs or both, or

'Workers of the world unite'.
the propagation of group formation;
conversely, it does not matter whether or Certainly
not
the philosophy of praxis is realised
an objective blood relationship exists. Ethnic
in the concrete study of past history and in
membership (Gaminsamkeit) differs from
the contemporary activity of creating new
the kinship group precisely by being a
history. But a theory of history and politics
presumed identity, not a group with concrete
can be made, for even if the facts are always
social action, like the latter. In our sense,
singular and changeable in the flux of
historical movement, the concepts can (and
ethnic membership does not constitute a
must) be theorised... [Femia 1987:23].
group; it only facilitates group formation of

any kind, particularly in the political sphere
Without, then, getting caught in the
[Weber 1978:389].
Weberian paradigm of evolutionary
difference and division of labour may be,
progression -ethnic group - tribe-volkFor purposes of a sociological analysis of
one may wonder whether Weber's failure
the contemporary interface between politics nation - let us explore with Weber's help
is not due to the fact that to a hierarchical
and ethnicity in India, Weber's discussion
the theorisation of ethnicised political
view he added 'ethnic' considerations
through which he wanted to link up

of the political community is a double-edged

processes in contemporary India. Let us go
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back to Weber' s writing on ethnic segregation

It ig thus in keeping with the spirit of
was tacitly accepted and activated in villageWeberian formulation that the opening up
level conflict to the extent that, as Bailey
of closed caste groups leads simultaneously
pointed out for the village of Bisipara in
distinctions; in the case of the caste system,to the salience of the power dimension in
Orissa, in 'doladoli' ordominant caste-based
every physical contact with a member of any
the status-groups and to the horizontal
factionalism the recreational quality of
caste that is considered to be lower by the
solidarity of castes tending to become status
'encounters' (more numerous vis-a-vis
members of a higher caste is considered as
categories at the expense of their vertical
'confrontations' in which resources were
making for ritualistic impurity. In addition, integration. Seen in conjunction with the
destroyed) was paramount. This is very much
individual castes develop quite distinct cults distinction between hierarchy and hegemony a description of Gramsci ' s integral hegemony

and caste (1978: 933-35). First, he speaks
of religious sanctions guaranteeing status

and gods. Second:
A status segregation grown into a caste
differs in its structure from a mere ethnic
segregation: the caste structure transforms
the horizontal and unconnected coexistences

attempted by us earlier and in the perspectivewhere the conflictive potential between
of a disjuncture betWeen (consensual)
horizontal caste groups is effectively
hegemony and (coercive) dominance as
diffused, (defused) and neutralised by the
theorised by Gramsci, we are in a position

consensual alliance, vertically, between

to interpret the contemporary power
caste-sections. This is our interpretation in
of ethnically segregated groups into a verticaldynamics characterised by the groundswell
the context of the political arena (rather than
social system of super- and sub-ordination.
of politics initiated by the shudras ('other
a diffusionistic and imitation-oriented
Correctly formulated: a comprehensive
backward classes' or OBCs) and the dalits
pseudo-explanation of the process of social
association integrates the ethnically divided
(scheduled castes or 'achhuts') in Uttar
mobility in the caste system) of Srinivas'
communities into one political unit
Pradesh. Although for political reasons, as
own observation: "...the concept of the
(1978:934).
we shall see presently, a rift has come about dominant caste supplements in some ways
As regards the transformation of ethnically
between the OBCs and the dalits as evidencthe concept of Sanskritisation" (1966-8).

segregated status-groups into aclosed vertical

ed in the state power in UP having been
In a regime of ethnicised status-groups
wrested by the BSP through an ouster of
defining the political arena as in UttarPradesh
structurally meaningful location of this
the SP, the alliance between the BSP and
today, the situation of dominance assumes
'system' in ritualistic impurity. However, the BJP which has baffled many an analyst a quite different configuration. Here the
Weber's appeal to a "comprehensive
of the Indian political scene can be undernumerically dominant shudra castes in the
association" resulting in "one political unit"
stood as following an emerging and fastvillages - the kachi, kurmi, kori, kahar,
of ethnically divided communities is nothing
institutionalising pattern of post-mandaliyadav, lodha, etc, under special dispensation
short of a pseudo-historical evolutionary
sation and post-dalitisation of politics in the obtained through OBC status, have assumed
Hindi heartland.
and voluntaristic explanation of the origin
'dominance' (when the term is put in single
of the caste system, so successfully
parenthesis), using the instrument of
demolished by Dumont (1970). Yet we
CONTEMPORARY POLITICS IN UTrAR PRADESH 'coercion' in Gramsci's sense of contrast
submit that for analytical purposes not
with consensual hegemony. The Srinivasian
everything is lost in the Weberian thesis on Although we do not here propose to go
specification of dominance in the dominant
social system of castes, Weber arrives at a

ethnicity. If one interprets his implicitly
into the history and details of the processes
evolutionary formulations into ideal-typical of mandalisation and dalitisation in northern
terms and turns on its head the imputations India, it is our premise that just as
of the closure of status groups into castes,
sanskritisation was the hierarchy-based
we obtain: (a) the process of the
hegemonic model of social mobility in the

caste concept is at its weakest, as has been
noted by many analysts, in its imputed

characteristic of being numerically dominant
[Kothari 1970:24]. In coercive 'dominance'
on the other hand, the fact of numerical

transformation of closed castes into
relatively
caste
system, so the latter two processes
predominance and recently acquired
open ethnically segregated status-groups,
(mandalisation and dalitisation) may become material-powerclout is of crucial importance.

and (b) the above process being located in the mainsprings of a counter-hegemonythe realm of politics, orjockeying for power, based model of socio-political mobility in
viz, not in the procrustean matrix of 'politicalthe emergent system of ethnicised status-

In the political arena thus constituted the

following significant developments are
noticed: the erosion of hierarchy-based

communities' (e g, tribe and nation) but in
groups. Let us focus on the nature of
hegemony; the strengthening of horizontal
the dynamics of factionalism, party-political dominance in the regional social systems of
solidarity of castes assuming the character
formations, deformations and reformations; Uttar Pradesh in the erstwhile caste regime
of trans-village and regional ethnicised statushorizontal solidarities and vertical alliances,
and in the present day regime of ethnicised
groups (this is what the list of 'dominant'
etc. In other words, taking a leaf from
status-groups. In the former regime Srinivas'
shudra castes given above in the political
Weber's (1978) own stated preference for
concept of dominant caste fits very well. In
arena); and the demand for representation

studying the close nexus between politics

Uttar Pradesh the dominant caste in the

and ethnicity but conceiving ethnicity as

village was often rajput, brahman or even
jat; it was either a 'dwija' caste or one of

a process rather than as a sociology of
ethnic groups, we shall at the same
time - commensurate with a move away
from ritually-regulated caste distinctions
and interdependencies - be looking at the
dimension of power and conflict in the

politically charged arena of relatively
status-groups. Note however that these

status-groups are only relatively open
because, like castes at the extreme end of

the pole of closure, these groups are also

in village (panchayat), regional (district level

party committees and municipalities), and
state (legislative assembly and ministerial)
the clean shudra castes. The modality of
level offices on the basis of ethnicised statusconflict was typically governed by the
group membership. It follows logically from
dominant caste as the fulcrum. This caste
this changed configuration of the political
was horizontally divided through the
arena that the erstwhile wielders of power form-ation of vertical factions, consisting
the of
dwija caste politicians - are among the
open
leading members of the dominant caste as
most strident critics of the 'hooliganism',
leaders and members of subordinate castes
Imafia operations' and 'atrocities' of the
as followers. Vertical alliances between caste newly-risen numerically dominant shudra
factions were inversely related to horizontal groups of OBC vintage. This is a clear case

caste solidarities. One can immediately
based on a presumption of social heredity discern in this arrangement a pattern of
or 'descent' which Weber regards as the

cornerstone of ethnicity.

Economic

and

of the traumas of transition from hegemony
to 'dominance'. The charge of unadulterated
consensual hegemony between castes; the
coercion in the new regime made by the old
suJper-subordination calculus of the hierarchy
guard of dominant caste leaders is surely
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because the ideological cushion of hierarchy

forced to criticise not the BSP but the BJP,

backward and politically unstable state of

has been removed with the erosion of

and he offered to let Mayawati remain the

the Hindi heartland. Uttar Pradesh too has

hegemony. Here, then, in contrast to the

chief minister if the BSPdivorced its compact an extremely poor record in social

integral hegemony pattern of south India,

with the BJP.

development [Seminarist 1995:51-541.

we have in Uttar Pradesh a situation of

(5) Ordinary grass roots supporters of the

"minimal hegemony" as defined by Femia

BSP realise that the alliance with BJP is only

'BIMARU' states (Bihar, Madhya Pradesh,

after Gramsci.

temporary and motivated by realpolitik (i e,

Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh) of the Hindi

Indeed, it is precisely in the so-called

in opposition to the Congress(I) ruling at the

heartland that the groundswell of shudra and

installation of a dalit (BSP) government in

centre) (ref The Times of India, August 1,

dalit politics and politicians is most manifest.

the state of Uttar Pradesh leads by itself to

1995).

The trend suggests an inverse relationship

If our analysis is correct, then the

a scenario in which a counter-hegemonic

(6) BSP leaders' ploy to address the kori,

regime becomes a theoretical possibility.

kurmi, yadav. etc, through direct mass

However, we must note immediately that an

between radical, lower strata ethnic upsurge,
and regional socio-economic development.

The BBC was quick to-point out that the
contact, to win them over to the 'backward'
BJP-Shiv Sena were successful in the recent

instant and popular interpretation of the BSP

cause rather than through appeal to formally

wielding power with the outside support of

organised caste associations as in the 1 960s

assembly elections in western India

an ostensibly dwija-based party (BJP) takes

[Kothari 1970]. This mode of propaganda

the standard form of the latter having

potential is an outcome of the horizontal

(Maharashtra andGujarat) precisely because
this is the region which has benefited most

effectively divided the BSP and the SP - the

solidarities of middle and lower castes

from the policies of liberalisation and

dalits from the shudras and Muslims - and

transformed as ethnicised status-groups. The

structural adjustment in the Indian economy.

hence come to rule Uttar Pradesh. Therefore,

mass-contact tactic of the BSP is tailor-made

Viewed in the perspective of what we have

in most of the media coverage the scenario

to harness the groundswell of dalit and shudra

said about hierarchial hegemony and the

is one of the neo-hegemony of the reactionarysupport for oppositional politics. The

tight caste-oriented arena of the erstwhile

forces rather than of counter-hegemony by

politicisation of the backward castes in 1995

ethnicised politics on the one hand, and on

the groundswell of dalit and shudra voters.

is, therefore, no mirror-image of the earlier

the other, the emergence of looser status-

The former scenario is so wetl delineated

dwija wooing of backward support. As

group configurations of 'dominance'

and publicised that it remains for us to

Amulya Ganguly pointed out, the crucial

regimes, the structural contrast between the

enumerate the salient features for a realisation
difference now is that the backwards are no

western Indian states and the Hindi heartland

longer content to be camp followers of the

is especially noteworthy. The regional

ot the scenario t-or counter-hegemony.
Here we may provide a schematic picture

higher castes but want to be the leaders

correlation between socio-economic

(Indian ExrJess, June 14, 1995).

development and the kind of politics also

of the strength of the BSP in UP politics.

Our starting point is the advice given by V

The above optimistic reading of the BSP's

gives a lie to the hegemonic common sense

P Singh of the lett-oriented National Front

prospects in Uttar Pradesh could fund its

contained inconventional analyses, in which

to Mayawati and the BSP supremo Kanshi

the rise of radical politics are correlated with
culmination if by the time of the next general

Ram soon after Mayawati's assumption of

election, the political parties with 'backward'

office as chief minister of Uttar Pradesh. He

leadership and following consolidate

is reported to have told Mayawati to either
give up the 'gaddi' (chief ministership) or
the popular support base among the shudras,

relatively better initial economic conditions

of the underclass [Singh 1995: 1 1 11. In this
respect
themiiselves with other grass roots parties
asthe positive correlation between
the 'third force' in Indian politics. For this
Kerala's higher socio-economic development
scenario the signals from the neighbouring
and radical politics in the immediate post-

dalits and Muslims. It is a measure of the

state of Bihar are particularly favourable.

independence period must be contrasted

self-confidence of the BSP that its leaders

The Janata Dal party of Laloo Prasad Yadav
has twice come to power in this notoriously

with the present negative correlation in
states like UP and Bihar; the explanation

have taken V P Singh' s advice as a challenge,

a bid to have both the gaddi and the popular
base. In this context the following strategies

of the BSP are relevant:

I1) Various manoeuvres to keep at bay,
if not elbow out, the BJP. Evidegce the
BJP's lack of support to the VHP and RSS
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(3) Targeting Mulayam Singh Yadav, the
erstwhile chief minister belonging to the SP, : and the heated issue of Ayodhya.

personally as the perpetrator of 'goonda raj'
and thus fomenting disaffection among his
followers to defect to the BSP. In this way
the ideological unity of the other backward
classes and the dalits is sought to be insulated.
(4) On his part Mulayam Singh Yadav was
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surely lies in the changed nature of

ideological superiority must eventually have

Gupta, Dipankar(I 992): 'Continuous Hierarchies
and Discrete Castes' in D Gupta (ed), Social
foundation in the decisive function that the
Stratificcition, Oxford University Press, Delhi.
present-day 'minimal' pole. This also bears
leading group exercises in the decisive nucleus
Jain, Ravindra K (1975): 'Bundela Genealogy
out the paradoxical nature of Kerala' s socioand Legends: The Past of an Indigenous Ruling
of economic activity" [Femia 1987:241. The
political 'revolution' - an early leftist
Group of Central India' in J H M Beattie and
second objection is set historically in the
government based on entrenched caste
R G Lienhardt (eds), Studies in Social
circumstances of late capitalism in Italy.
politics! Ironically, a similar paradox cannot
Anthropology, Clarendon Press, Oxford.
In our adoption of the concept of hegemony
- (1985): 'Multi-Ethnicity and Overseas
be ruled out even in the contemporary
for the caste and extra-caste sociology of
Migration: The Case of Tamils in Malaysia'
developments in the Hindi heartland because, contemporary India, we are aware of the
historical discussions aboutfeudalism andearlyin A D Pant and S Gupta (eds), Multi-Ethnicity
though progressive, the politics still remain
capitalism in north India, as also the parameters and National Integration, Vohra Publishers,
ethnicised. Until fortified by a revolutionary
Allahabad.
of violence and other extra-civil phenomena
ideology and leadership, the fate of current
Kolenda, Pauline (1964): 'Religious Anxiety and
in the social processes [Chakrabarty 1989] but
developments in Uttar Pradesh hangs
Hindu Fate' in E B Harper (ed), Religion in
it is beyond the scope of the present exercise
uneasily between neo-hegemony and
South Asia, University of California Press,
to go into these issues. Moreover, the opposite
Berkeley.
counter-hegemony. What one may say
views of 'communitarianism' which motivate
these Marxist interpretations [cf Mishra 1995] - (1990): 'Untouchable Chuhras through Their
definitively about the emerging socioHumour: "Equalising" Marital Kin through
deserve critical scrutiny which cannot be here
economic and politico-cultural processes in

hegemony from the earlier 'integral' to the

solid economic roots. "It must also have-its

the Hindi heartland, and about comparable

attempted.

mainstream movements in India generally,
is that these are not ethnic movements per

se but ethnicity-based political movements.
CONCLUSION

(a) Politics is the art of the possible, and
the 'possible' is constrained by cultural
factors.

Teasing, Pretence, and Farce' in Owen M

Lynch, (ed), Divine Passionrs, Oxford
University Press, Delhi.
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